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Victorian Bar supports Civil Procedure Bill  
 
The Victorian Bar supports greater efficiencies and the goals of the Civil Procedure 
Bill but believes there are other reforms that can make a significant difference to the 
efficiency of the court process in civil matters – and access to justice for all. 
 
“This reform has been a great collaborative effort in the profession.  We have worked 
closely and cooperatively with the LIV, the Chief Justice and the department over a 
long period,” said Victorian Bar Chairman Michael Colbran QC. 
 
“Many of the provisions of the Bill, for example Alternative Dispute Resolution and 
case management reflect common practice of the profession and courts for the last 15 
years and are unremarkable. NSW has had specific overarching obligations for many 
years,” he added. 
 
“However we are surprised that the Attorney General has criticized the behaviour of 
barristers in announcing the Bill’s introduction to Parliament. At no stage of the 
consultation for the reform was this raised as an issue.   He appears to hark back to an 
outmoded stereotype – which is neither true nor fair - and to be out of touch with 
modern court practice.” 
 
“Barristers have duties to the Court and to their clients and act properly in the 
fulfilment of those duties. The control of cases belongs with the judges – and we 
believe they do this very well.  
 
The involvement of barristers in court proceedings ensures efficiency of process – 
because they know their way around the law and the court procedure just like any 
expert professional.” Mr Colbran said. 
 
The Victorian Bar called for action to address other access to justice issues. They 
include: 

• Proper court facilities which allow access to people of all abilities.  There are 
simply not enough Courts for the business they are required to do and the 
Supreme Court facilities are seriously outdated. 

• Prompt appointment of judges - these delays in appointment are directly 
contributing to the delay in parties having their cases heard in court. 

• Legal Aid funding – which remains inadequate and means ordinary Victorians 
risk having to attend court unrepresented. The underfunded system is 
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effectively propped up by the pro bono efforts of lawyers – barristers 
contributed more than $7M in this way last year. 

 
“There are many challenges facing our Attorney – and our government - in ensuring a 
fair and accessible justice system in this election year.  We suggest that the focus 
remain on the substantive issues,” said Mr Colbran. 
 
 “We support measures to reduce the costs of litigation and all forms of alternative 
dispute resolution in that aim,” said Mr Colbran. “And we will continue to work with 
our colleagues in the profession, the judiciary and all levels of government to achieve 
useful reforms.” 
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